Most Urgent

The Vice Chancellor/The Registrar
All the Universities

Sub.: Clarification required pertaining to affiliation period granted by your university to its affiliated law colleges

Sir,

Refer to the above cited subject your university is required to reply on an urgent basis about the affiliation period granted by your respective University.

Our office is receiving affiliation orders for law colleges affiliated with your University but the period granted with respect to three year LLB course and five year LLB course is not mentioned clearly and it is not having detail about the period of affiliation granted by your university. As, we have received affiliation order/s issued by University/ies to the law colleges wherein it is written as “temporary affiliation from 2017-18” [for example] for the three year LLB course and five year LLB courses, but up till which academic year it is affiliated is not clear or in many cases it is simply written that “Affiliation is granted from 1.7.2015 (विषयक ........................ से संबंधित की पूर्वसूचना प्रदान कर दी गई है) but uptill which period, it is not mentioned.

Therefore, you are requested to explain for how many years your university is issuing affiliation order to the law colleges affiliated under your university in respect of three year LLB and five year LLB courses. After receiving the same, the matter of issuing provisional approval of affiliation to the law colleges, who have applied for provisional extension of approval of affiliation will be considered.

Furthermore, your university is required to send a letter having the consolidated list of Law colleges which are affiliated under the respective University with the details of law courses and status of affiliated years.

Thanking you,

N. Senthil Kumar
Asst. Secretary
HOD

Ashok K. Pandey
Joint Secretary